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Frequency-Domain Criteria for Stability of a Class
of Nonlinear Stochastic Svstems

A. K. hJAHALAKABIS AND S. PURKAYASTHB

Abstract—The problem of finding frequency-domain conditions
that are sutficient to ensure asymptotic stability with probability
one (ASWP 1) of a Lurbtype system with whitenoise input dis-
turbance is considered. It is shown that, if the noise is linearly re-
lated to the state of the system, a relatively simple frequency-domain
inequality that guarantees ASWP 1 of the system exists. The sto-
chastic version of the second method of Lyapunov, along with a
Meyer-Kalman-Yakubovich(MKY)-type lemma, is used to derive
such a condition, assuming first that only sector information of the
nonlinearity is available. A modification of this lemma is subse-
quently used to derive an improved stability condition, assuming
that both sector and slope information of the nonlinearity are avail-
able. Finally, the case of a dgerential system with white-noise
parameter perturbation is considered and an illustrative example is
presented.

I. I~TRODUCTIOS

THE PROBLEM of deriving conditions for the stabil-
ity (in a. predefined sense) of stochastic dynamical

systems, linear as \vel1 as nonlinear, has been studied by
many investigators (see! for example, t,he review paper of
Kozin [I] for a comprehensive list of the related refer-
ences). However! there are relatively only a few results
available on the derivat,ion of frequency-domain condi-
tions for the stability of such systems. As is Twll kno~n: a
mide variety of such conditions has bpen developed in
recent. years for a class of nonlinear deterministic feedback
systems which has been found to be extremely useful for
analytic and synthetic purposes. The aim of the present
paper is to show that some of these results can be extended
to cover a class of nonlinear stochastic feedback systems.

It may be worthwhile to note here briefly the various
results of the form under discussion which are already
available. The first frequency-domain condition for sta-
bility in t.he mean of a stochastic Lure system has been
derived by 3Iorozan [2]. He has considered the case
where the coefficients of the linear subsyst,em are random
variables and has extended the method of Popov under the
assumption that only sector information of the nonlinear
controller is available. An extension of t.his result when the
controller slope informat.ion is also available has been
carried out by Purkayast.ha and Mahalanabis [3]. Ron-
ham [4]! on the other hand! has considered the weak
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st,ochastic counterpart of t,he bounded-input, bounded-
output stability of a LurCtype system Tvith added white-
noise input,. Using a stochastic Lyapunov function and
the MKT lemma, Wonham has shown that the output is
"positive" (i.e.! remains bounded in a xeak probabilistic
sense) under the same frequency-domain condition under
which the noise-free system is asymptotically stable in the
large. Recently, Willems and Blankenship [5] have ob-
tained frequency-domain conditions for the bounded-
input bounded-output (in the mean-square sense) type of
stability of linear feedback systems with a 11-hite Gaussian
controller by utilizing a functional analysis-type approach.
Nore recently, these results have been further generalized
by Brockett a.nd J. C. Willems [6]. ~ho have also con-
sidered the case of Gaussian nonwhite controllers. A rc-
lated paper by J. L. Willenx [7] discusses extension of the
met.hod of Brockett to derive frequency-domain stability
conditions for linear and nonlinear stochastic feedback
systems.

While these various results add much to one's under-
standing of the stability properties of stochastic systems,
most of them have been concerned with the mean-square
behavior of the systems. The aim of the present paper has
been to study the aspmptotic stability with probability
one (XSRP 1) of a clase of nonlinear stochastic systems by
means of the stochastic version of Lyapunov's second
method [SI. Specifically, a Lure-type system with n-hit,e
Gaussian input disturbance has been considered under the
assumption that the noise matrix is linear in the system
state. This system is the same as that considered by Won-
ham [-I]: but is somen-hat different from J. L. Rillems'
[7] system. However? the results given here are believed
to be stronger and more useful than those given in either
[-I] or [7].

A precise statement of t.he basic problem considered in
the paper is given in the nest section. Section I11 describes
the method as well as the results of its application for a
general Lurktype system when only the sector informa-
tion of the controller is given. 3lodification of this result.
in order to incorporate both sector and slope information
of the nonlinear controller is dscussed in Section IT.:. The
case of a differential system which corresponds to a Lure
system in the phase variable canonical form is considered
separatelv in Section V. It is shon-n that a less restrictilre
condition for the ASWP 1 of such systems can be derived
using the proposed approach. A relatively simple example
is included in Section T’I in order to illustrate application
of the results.
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11. PROBLEM STA4TEIUEMT

The system corresponds to the Ito difTerent.ia1 equation

d~ = [AX - bf(y)] dt + D(x) du: (1)

n-here x is the n-vector & t e , A is the n X n plant matrix
assumed to have eigenvalues m3h negative-real parts, b
is the n-vector controller gain, f(y) is the scalar nonlinear
cont.roller characteristic, D(x) is t,he n X n noise mat,rix,
and w is an n-vector Wiener noise process. The scalar out,-
put y is taken to be given by the equation

y = c’x (2)

where c is the n-vector observer gain and where the prime
indicates matrix transposition. Equations (1) and (2)
represent a Lur6-tJgpe syst,em with sta,te-dependent
white-noise input, which may be looked upon as t.he dis-
turba,nce. As will be discussed in Sect,ion V, a special case
of this type of system may also arise from m-hite-noise
perturbatiom of the elements of the matrix A of a Lure
syst,em.

A wide variety of frequency-domain st.ability condit,ions
has been reported in t,he lit,erature for the case where D(x)
is a null matrix. The basic problem considered in the
present paper has been the eiTect, of finite D(x) on t.hese
results. This, of course, first requires a modification in the
definition of st>ability since the system becomes stochastic
when D(x) is finite. In t,he present, work, ASWP 1 of the
system as defined by Kushner [SI has been adopted, and,
a,dditionally, it has been assumed that dij(x) = &xi, for
all i,j = 1,2; . -,n, where di is some constant. It has also
been assumed that there exists a. constant, d such that

tr (D(x)D'(x)P) 5 d2x'Px, Yx (3)

where P is some real symmetric positive-definite matrix to
be specified la.t,er. The following three problems are
studied in the sequel under the above assumptions.

Problem I: Obtain a frequency-domain sufficient condi-
tion so that, system (1) and (2) will be ASWP 1 if the con-
troller charact,eristic satisfies the conditions

f(0) = 0 , 0 5 Yf(Y) < IkY2, kE[O,031. (4)

Problem 6: Obtain a. frequency-domain sufficient condi-
t,ion so t.hat systems (1) and (2) will be ASWP 1 if, in addi-
tion to (4), it. is given that,

-h < clf/cly I kl,k, > 0, k,2 > k. (5)

Problem 3: For the special case where A, b, and c are in
the companion forms and the matrix D(x) arises from per-
turbations of the element,s of the -matrix A, obtain a fre-
quency-domain sufficient condit.ion so t,hat systems (1)
and (2) will be ASWP 1.

111. STABILITY COXDITIOK WITH SECTOR INFORMATIOX

First consider Problem 1 above, and note that,, under
the assumptions, a solution of (1) exists and represents a
strong Markov process [SI. It has also been proved in this
reference t,hat a sufficient condition for svst,ems (1) and (2)

to be ASW 1 is that the following condition be sat.isfied:

LV(x) < 0, V x (6)

where V(X) is a chosen stochast.ic Lyapunov funct,ion and
LV(x) is its different,ial given by (for t-he system under dis-
cussion)

LV(X) = [AX- bf(y)]'V,(x)

+ 4 t,r (D(x)D'(x)T,’,,(x)). (’7)

In (7), the symbol V,(X) is used to indicate the gradient,
vector of V(x) with respect to the elements of x, and t.he
symbol Vzz(x) is used to indicat,e t.he matrix of second-
order derivat.ives of V(X) uit,h respect to the elements of x.

The aim of tahe discussions in this section is to show that
t.his basic stability condition can be utilized to derive a.
frequency-domain sufficient. condition so that systems (1)
and (2) will be MMTP 1. This requires additionally the
use of a lemma, which is established first.

Lemma: Let A be a real n X n matrix with eigenvalues
having negative-real parts 5 — +dZ, b a.nd c be two real
n-vectors, m > 0 be a real scalar, the pair (A,b) be com-
pletely controllable, and the pair (c',A) be completely ob-
senable. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a posit.ive-definite real symmetric ma,trix P
and of a real 7%-vector q of the system of equat,ions

A'P + PA + cPP = -44'

b'P - $ef = -(7n)lq'

m = l/k

(8)

(9)

(10)

is that t.he following inequality be satisfied for all s with
Res 2 -+a2:

Re G(s - $dz) + l/k > 0. (11)

In (11), G(s) st.ands for the sca1a.r quantit.y c'(sI — A) - Ib.
P.roof: Proof of this lemma follom in a manner analo-

gous to that, for the i\lI<Y lemma [9 ] with lit.tle modifica-
tion. In order to point. out, the required changes, it is
enough to consider the necessit,y part of the proof, for
which the assumpt.ions of controllability and observability
are not, required. These are, however, necessary for the
sufficiency part of the proof, which is not considered here.
To realize t.he necessity of the lemma., note first that, (8)
can be retvrit,t,en as

(A + p1)'P + P(A + PI) = -94' (12)

where p = $d2. Nom- define the following matrices:

B(s - p) = (SI - pI - -4)4 (13)

and

N(s - p) = B(s - p)b. (14)

It. is also possible to prove the following identity:

(A + pI)'P + P(A + PI) = -(SI - A - p1)'P

- P(sl - A - pi) + 2cP (15)
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where s = u + jw and 3 = u — jw. It then follows from
(12) and (15) that the folloning equation is valid:

( S I - A - p1)'P + P(sI - A - p1) = qq’ - 2uP. (16)

Premultiplying both sides by b'B(S — p) and postmulti-
plying both sides by B(s — p)b, the follo\ving relation can
be obtained from (16):

2 RE b'PA’(s - p) = N(? - p)qq'Il’(s - p)

- 2~A‘(s - p)PN(s - p). (17)

Replacing b'P on the left-hand side of (9) and adding m
to both sides, one gets finally by using (10) the relat,ion

Re c'X(s - p) + l/k = lq'A’(s - p) + TO*|S

- 2UX(S - p)P.V(s - p). (1s)

Since P is a positive-definite matrix, the second term on
the right-hand sidc of (1s) is a positive quantity if u is
negat.ive. Also, the first t,erm on t,he right-ha.nd side of
(1s) is a nonnegative quantity, being a whole square.
This proves the necessity of the lemma, since, by defini-
tion dN(s - p) = G(s - id?).

The Stability Cmclition: A sufficient condition for sys-
tems (I) and (2) to be ASRP 1 under condition (4) is t,hat
t.he following inequality be valid for all s with Re s 2

Re G(s - id2) + l/k > 0. (11)

Proof: Proof of t.his result, follows if the Lyapunov
funct.ion for t,he system is chosen as the quadratic

V(x) = X'PX (19)

where P is the solution of the syst.enl of (S)-(10). For this
choice of V(x), t,he differential LV(x) is obtained as

LV(x) = x'(A'P + PA)x + tr (D(x)D'(x)P)

- 2b'Pxf(y). (20)

Using condition (3), t.his can be rewritten in the form of
t,he following inequa1it.y:

LV(X) 5 x'(A'P + PA + d2P)x - 2b'Pxf(y). (21)

In order to introduce t.he sector information, add to and
subt,ract from the right-hand side of (21) the nonnegative
quantity f(g) [g - f(y)/k]. This gives

LV(x) 5 x'(A'P + PA d”)x - f(y)(2b'P - c')x

- j(g)[y - f(g)/k]. (22)

Using the first, lemma, the right-hand sidc of (22) can be
rewritten as

LV(x) < -[q'x - - f(y)[y ~ (23)

This shorn that, under condition (ll) ! the differential
LT.l’(x) is at least negative semidefinite. It can also be seen
that. the only point of t.he state space It-here the right-hand
side of (23) can be zero is the origin. This proves the sta-
bility result.

IV. STABILITY CONDITION WITH SLOPE AND
SECTOR IHTORMATIOK

A somewhat st,ronger condition for t,he ASWP 1 of sys-
tems (1) and (2) can be derived if, in addition to (4), condi-
t,ion (5), regarding the slope of t.he controller, is also as-
sumed to be given. In order to derive this condition, t.he
folloning lemma is to be utilized.

Lemma. 2: Let A be a real matrix with its eigenvalues
having negativereal parts <— id2, b and c be two real
n-vectors, and kl,k2, and m be nonnegative scalars. Also
let the pair (A,b) be completely controllable and t,he pair
(c',A) be completely observable. Then a necessary and
sufficient condit,ion for the existence of a solution of a
real symnletric posit,ive-definite matrix P and of a real
n-vect.or q of the system of equations

-4'P + PA + d2P = -qq' - klkzA'cc'A (24)

b'P +e' =+e' = -

fci - k*)c'A = -2q'

m = l/k

(25)

(26)

(27)

is that the following inequality be valid for all s with Re
s > -Id?:

R.e G(s - p) + s2( 1 + (h - kl) Re G(s - p)

-klhlG(s - p)lzf + 1/12 > 0. (28)

Proof: The necessity part of t.he proof of Lenlma 2
can be obtained t,hrough a. procedure similar t.0 t.hat out-
lined for Lemma 1. Repeating t.he steps between (12)-
(17), one can get from (24)

2 Re b'PN(s - p) = N(3 - p)qq'Ar(s - p)

+ k1k&
-1G(s - p)12 - 2UN(S - p)PN(s - p) (29)

where the relation c'AN(s — p) = sG(s — p) has been
utilized. The left-hand side can be expanded using (25),
and t.he resultant. equation can be renTitt.en using (26)
and (27) as

Re G(s - p) + s2{ 1 + (k, - k1) Re G(s - p)

- X-,k2[G(s - p)[’] + l/k = 20N(5 - p)

• PN(s - p)+ [Req'N(s - p) - mi]*

+ [Imq'N(s-p)-SI?. (30)

Since the right-hand side is always positive, t,he necessity
of Lemma 2 is proven. The sufficiency part of t.he proof is
again omit,ted.

The Stability Condition.: A sufficient condition for sys-
tems (1) and (2) t.0 be XSWP 1 under conditions (4) and
(5) is t,hat, the inequalit,- (28) be satisfied for all s with Re
s 2 -id?.

Prooj: To prove this result, again consider the Lya-
punov function given by (19). Then, proceeding as in the
last section, one can get inequaky (22), which includes
only the sector information. In order to int.roduce t,he slope
information, add t.he quantit.y (clflcly + k1) (df/dy — k)
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(dy/dt)2 to the right-hand side of (22) and subtract the
quantity (df/dt)2 + (k1 - h)(df/dt)c'Ax - klkz(C'AX)2

from the same side of (22). Not,e tha.t both these quantities
are equal to (df/dt + kldy/&) (dfldt - &dy/dt). This step
leads to the inequality

LV(X) I x'(A'P + PA + d2P + k14A'CC'A)x

+ f(y)(c' - 2b'P)x - f(Y)/k - (dJ”/dt)

+ (dJ”/@(h - k1)c'Ax - f(Y)(Y - f(Y)/k)

+ (df/& + h)(df/dy - h) (dY/d02. (31)
t

Using Lemma 2, this can finally be expressed in the form

LV(X) I -(!?'x - mwY) + dfld02 - f(Y)(Y - f(Y)/k)

+ (df/dY + kJ(df/cl~ - 4) (dy/dQ2. (32)

The righbhand side can be seen to be negative since all
t.he terms are nonpositive [note that. the fist fact,or of the
third term is negative in view of condition (5) ] and ca.n
be zero only when X = 0 and y = 0. This proves the result..

V. STABILITY OF DIFFEREWTIAL SYSTEMS

A class of systems for which less restrictive stability
tests can be derived through the procedure of this paper
corresponds to differential systems having whitenoise
pammeter perturbation. Following the procedure of
Nevelson and Khas'minskii [lo], such a system can be
represent,ed by (1) and (2) with matrix A a.nd vectors b
and c in companion form. More specifically, t,he system is
assumed to be described by bhe equation

There t.he coefficients a,(i
ha.ve the form

ai = ai°

(33)

1,2,. .-,n) are assumed to

(34)

t,hat is, each of the coefficient,s a, has a nominal value ai°
and an a.dditive white-noise perhrbation diwi. Then, as
shown in [lo], the noise matrix D(x) has the form

D(x) =

0
0

0
0

0
0

(35)

It. then follows that

tr (D(x)D'(x)) = (36)

so that condition (3) ca.n be satisfied if tfie constant d is
selected equal to the largest of the coefficients d,. It also
follows from the special forms of the matrix D(x) and of t,he
vect.or c that the following identity holds:

c'B(x) = 0. (37)

In view of (37) it is possible now to select the dochastic
Lyapunov function as

700 = x'Px + f
Jo

f(z) dz (38)

nith /iI a real positive scalar const.ant. A slight modifica-
tion of (9) and (25) of Lemmas 1 and 2, respect.ively,
makes it possible to show t,hat syst.em (33) is ASWP 1 if
the following is true [Ill.

1) Re (1 + /iIs)G(s - id2) + l/k > 0 for all s with Re
s 2 —+d2, in the case where only sector information is
available.

2) Re (1 + Ps)G(s - $d2) + sz(l + (h - kl) Re G(s
- +d2) - kl&lG(s - +d2)I2] + l/k > 0 for a.ll s with Re
s 2 -+dZ, in the case where both sector and slope infor-
mation are available.

VI. EXAMPLE

Consider a sca1a.r system described by the equation

dx = (-22 - f(y))di + dX(dw) (39)

where f(y) satisfies the conditions 0 5 yf(y) 5 ky2 and
df/dy I k. The problem is to find an upper bound on the
noise variance d2 so t.hat the system remains A S ” 1.

It ca.n be shown t.hat the condition for st,abilit,y in this
case is [11]

Re {(1 + /3s)/(s - 2 - + l/k > 0 (40)

for d s with Re s 2 — -+d2. Choosing s = 0, for which the
imaginary pa.rt of G(s — +d2) is zero, it can be seen t,hat
(40) is sa.t.isfied as long as

d2 < 2(2 - k). (41)

This shows that, in order for the system to be ASWP 1, the
sector and slope ga.ins k should be less than two and that
within this rest.riction the t.olerable noise variance reduces
as k increases. Also int,eresting to note is that, if the noise
variance is fixed, condition (40) can be used t.0 find a limit
on the gain k which is

k < 2 - +dZ.

VII. CONCLUDIXG REMARKS

It has been shown that the stochastic version of the
second method of Lyapunov can be employed, along with
an ilKY-type lemma, to derive convenient frequency-
domain conditions for a. Luretype system with state-
dependent noise to be ASWP 1. Two such conditions ha.ve
been obt,ained in this paper corresponding to the cases
where only sector information and where bot,h sector and
slope information of the nonlinear controller are available.
It. has also been pointed out that a st.ronger result is possi-
ble when the system is given in t,he phase variable canoni-
cal form and when t.he noise term arises from white-noise
paramet,er perturbat,ions of the linear part.

The main conclusion of the present study has been that
the effect of the state-dependent noise is t.0 produce a loss
in stability. It is a.ppa.rent. from the stability condit.ions
that, in either case, -<he noise-affected system & ASWP 1 if
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and only if t,he noise-free system has an expollential sta-
bility \-vit.h the exponent related to t.he noise intensity.
It may be of interest, to note that this result is in agree-
ment. sith the conclusions in [7] and [lo] regarding the
effects of parameter perturbation. It may also be of in-
t,erest to not,e that the results in Section V are analogous
to those for the Lure problem (determinist,ic) [123.

The dimension of the noise vector w has been taken to
be the same as that of t,he state vector. This, of course,
need not, be the case, and cases where t.he dimension of w
is different, can be treated n-ithout, much difficulty. It is
also possible to treat the case Khere the noise matrix D is
state independent, by means of the method of this paper.
However, in this case, it. is only possible to show that the
system is "positive" when conditions allowing the noise-
free system to be asymptotically stable are satisfied.
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